Driver Knocks Down Power Pole in Police Pursuit

Omaha police were called in after a police pursuit that began in Bellevue, ended near the Henry Doorly Zoo at 13th & Mid City Avenue. WOWT was ...

Police face judgment calls in high-speed pursuits

In the metro area, there are several different approaches to police pursuit, but each department has its own policy per state statute. Most departments' ...
Suspect In Stolen SUV Taken Down By Police Dog In Garden Grove
CBS Local
ANAHEIM (CBSLA.com) — Police apprehended a suspect in a stolen SUV on Friday after a slow-moving chase through Anaheim and Garden Grove.

Two Hurt in Police Chase/Crash
KGAN TV
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA (CBS2/FOX28) -- Two people are hurt after a crash near the intersection of 16th Ave SW and 9th Street SW in Cedar Rapids.
Police Pursuit Ends in Crash - KGAN.com
Full Coverage

Dan Aykroyd: 'America Is Flat-Out Gun Crazy'
Huffington Post
The Canadian actor added that in his home country, police pursuit doesn't escalate in the way it did in the shooting of Walter Scott, who was fleeing ...
Man crashes vehicle, flees into daycare
Arkansas Online
About 11:10 a.m. during a police pursuit, a man wrecked his vehicle and ran into the Full Potential Child Development Center at 8109 Interstate 30.

Police didn't see suspects toss drugs during chase
WTOV Steubenville
JEFFERSON COUNTY, Ohio – The two men involved in a police chase that spanned several Steubenville streets and resulted in officers finding drugs ...
Dodge Charger - (2) Patrol Units With Police/pursuit Package, 3.5 V-6 (no V-8)
Bids in Michigan
Purchase of (2) patrol units with police/pursuit package, 3. 5 v-6 (no v-8).

Jim Rhyne
Facebook
Big police pursuit in Cherokee a little while ago. 10-12 police cars ...what's happening?

Police Dog Forces Man to Surrender After Pursuit
US News & Interest
A police dog appeared to bite a man who failed to surrender after a police pursuit ended in an Anaheim cul-de-sac. Source. Share. 0. Tags: los ...

Car left abandoned in Halifax after police pursuit
Myinforms
Car left abandoned in Halifax after police pursuit. This car was left abandoned on Burnley Road after the driver was pursued by officers from the West ...
Suspect Arrested After Vehicle and Foot Pursuit of Stolen Vehicle from San Francisco

Nixle
Incident: **Police Pursuit** of Stolen Vehicle Leads to Arrest in Petaluma. Additional: Suspect Drove Vehicle at Officer and Resident Trying to Flee.
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Police Dog Forces Man to Surrender After Pursuit

SPYDERNEWS.COM
A police dog appeared to bite a man who failed to surrender after a **police pursuit** ended in an Anaheim cul-de-sac. The pursuit began after a report of ...

---

Dodge Charger **Police Pursuit** Vehicle V-8
autobia.com
Condition: **NEW** Features: [jeff.retterer@alanjay.com](mailto:jeff.retterer@alanjay.com) History: New / leftover Shipping and payment: [jeff.retterer@alanjay.com](mailto:jeff.retterer@alanjay.com) | [autobia.com](http://autobia.com).
Video: **Police pursuit** ends in Houston with suspect dead

3D Wallpaper Ideas

Video: **Police pursuit** ends in Houston with suspect dead. Suspect ID'd in fatal crash at Bellaire Starbucks during ... - Six killed high-speed police chase ...
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Pursuit

menbooks.org


PURSUIT® OUTSTANDING OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE WITH ...

---

Share

AP

Exclusive CTV/CP24 video shows police in pursuit of suspects after a shooting sent five to hospital. Austin Delaney has the latest.

---

In Pursuit of Images

skimbooks.org

**Police Pursuit** Pictures - Free **Police Pursuit** Images Gallery. **Police Pursuit** Graphics - Search for Free **Police Pursuit** Pictures in our Photo Galleries.
Pursuit ends with arrests in Camarillo

Wopular

A police pursuit along a busy stretch of motorway ended in three arrests on Saturday evening. 04/14/2015 - 6:10 am | View Link; Suspect in killing of ...

Du Quoin man sentenced after high speed pursuit

KFVS

A Du Quoin, Illinois man was sentenced Thursday after driving away from police in a high speed pursuit last year. That's according to Michael C. Carr, ...
**High speed pursuit** through West Cal leads to arrest of Port Allen man

Post South

The driver, who was later identified as 23-year-old Talandis O. Cotton of Port Allen, and originally from Houston, led troopers on a chase through...

---

St. Francis Man Charged in High-Speed Chase, Multiple Crashes in Anoka County

KSTP.com

Blaine officers then tried to stop Vaught, but he refused and led officers on a **high-speed pursuit**, sometimes reaching up to 111 miles per hour, ...

---

Police face judgment calls in high-speed pursuits

Jackson Clarion Ledger

Jackson Police Chief Lee Vance said police pursuits from outlying jurisdictions are finding their way into the capital city quite frequently lately. "I don’t ...
100-mph pursuit ends in arrest
Daily Inter Lake
A reported beer theft turned into a high-speed pursuit and eventual arrest by Kalispell police early Thursday morning. A witness called police at 2:44 ...

West Virginia man arrested after Basin chase
The Park Record
... after he led authorities on a high-speed pursuit through the Snyderville Basin. Alan Forrest Hess, Jr., 30, of Fayetteville, West Virginia, was taken into ...

2 hospitalized in rollover after suspected car chase
News 12 Bronx (registration)
CLAREMONT - Two people were hospitalized after a car rolled over at the end of a suspected high-speed pursuit. Witnesses say a driver in a Lincoln ...

Man Who Fled From Border Patrol Checkpoint Could Get Five Years In Prison
As agents were walking towards Torres' vehicle, Torres drove away from the checkpoint and led agents in a **high speed pursuit**. When he was arrested ...

**California man pleads guilty to fleeing border checkpoint** - Fresno Bee

**Los Angeles High Speed Pursuit** April 04, 2015 KNBC 140mph Pursuit

A motorcyclist who taunted officers with high-speed antics during an hourlong pursuit through two Southern California counties was arrested without a ...

**High-speed pursuit**

**High-speed pursuit** - 9GAG has the best funny pics, GIFs, videos, memes, cute, wtf, geeky, cosplay photos on the web. We are your best source of ...
High-speed pursuit
MessUp
High-speed pursuit. Leave a reply. Share this: Share on Tumblr. This entry was posted in Fun on April 18, 2015 by admin. Post navigation.

Google Alerts
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High-speed chase ends in five-car pileup on Route 40
Cecil Whig
ELKTON — A high-speed chase out of Delaware Friday afternoon resulted in a five-car wreck on Route 40, just east of Route 213, blocking traffic at ...

Driver charged in Blaine high speed chase
KARE
A St. Francis man is charged with burglary and fleeing police in connection with a **high speed chase** Wednesday that reached speeds of well over 100 ...

St. Francis Man Charged After Burglary, High-Speed Police Chase - CBS Local
St. Francis Man Charged in **High-Speed Chase**, Multiple Crashes in Anoka County - KAALtv.com

Rapid City police involved in **high-speed chase**
Kotatv
A **high-speed chase** in Rapid City Thursday night ends with the arrest of a Belle Fourche woman and her passenger.

Tobyhanna man charged after **high-speed chase**
Pocono Record
A man was arrested after leading police on a **high-speed chase** and crashing into a tree Thursday at Rob Roy Drive and Kings Way in Pocono Farms ...

Willits **high speed chase** ends with driver escape
The Willits News
The streets of Willits turned into a racecourse early Wednesday morning as Mendocino sheriffs deputies and Willits police officers chased a suspect in ...

Norfolk Police Led on **High Speed Chase**

Norfolk, NE (ABC9 News) - Norfolk police were led on a **high speed chase** Thursday night after a suspicious driver made a number of quick turns.

Three Zebras Led The Police On A **High-Speed Chase**

Three life-loving zebras decided to go out for a stroll in Brussels today, which makes sense because it's a nice city with lovely scenery. Unfortunately ...

Police: Suspect in Cedar Rapids chase injures city employee
A driver who refused to pull over for police led them on a brief, **high-speed chase** through residential Cedar Rapids before colliding with a city vehicle, ...
There's a lot more to the story of a late-morning SWAT situation Friday near Eubank and Candelaria. Police ended up getting their man. It turned out to ...

High speed pursuit through West Cal leads to arrest of Port Allen man

Ogdensburg teenager charged in high-speed chase from Canton to Edwards
Chase Ends South of Donna
KRGV
now... the authorities are searching for suspects after a high speed chase ends in a bail out.. the chase ended at military highway and 281 about an ...

Three arrested by Totowa police after chase ensued
NorthJersey.com
A third suspect later surrendered to Paterson police after a high speed chase ensued that resulted in a car crash. On Tuesday at approximately 10:30 ...

Police face judgment calls in high-speed pursuits
Jackson Clarion Ledger
Jackson Police Chief Lee Vance said police pursuits from outlying jurisdictions are finding their way into the capital city quite frequently lately. "I don't ...

Deputies justified in use of deadly force
Shawnee News Star
Four sheriff's deputies who discharged their weapons at the end of a high-speed chase, which resulted in the suspect's death, were justified in using ...
HPD was aware no child in car in deadly chase

Two Houston police officers involved in this week’s deadly high speed chase knew there was only one person inside the car Frank Shephard was...

Egregious conduct, video evidence used to charge police

Police who kill suspects in the line of duty rarely face charges, experts say, but recent incidents in which police officers face murder and manslaughter ...

Unarmed suspects shot by Cleveland officers 47 times

Brelo faces two voluntary manslaughter charges in the shooting deaths of two suspects following a high-speed chase in November 2012.
'Murdered mom' attorney wins fight with feds

WND.com
Police claimed she posed a danger because, they said, she then led officers on a high-speed chase reaching speeds of 80 mph, weaving through ...
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Police chase ends with crash in Ambridge; Teen arrested

WPXI Pittsburgh
A 19-year-old is charged after leading officers on a chase from Ohio Township to Ambridge Friday morning that ended with a crash, police said.
Police: Chase suspect killed two before arrest

A Mount Orab man arrested after a three-county police chase is responsible for the deaths of a woman in Brown County and a man in Northern ...

Dramatic video shows arrest of murder suspect - WKRC TV Cincinnati

Suspect In Stolen SUV Taken Down By Police Dog In Garden Grove

ANAHEIM (CBSLA.com) — Police apprehended a suspect in a stolen SUV on Friday after a slow-moving chase through Anaheim and Garden Grove.

St. Francis Man Charged After Burglary, High-Speed Police Chase

MINNEAPOLIS (WCCO) — A Saint Francis man was formerly charged Friday for taking police on a high-speed chase after an alleged burglary ...

Driver charged in Blaine high speed chase - KARE
Homicide suspect charged in 2012 Palmer police chase

An Easton man awaiting trial on a homicide charge also faces charges stemming from a 2012 police chase that started in Palmer Township.

Police chase SUV with children inside

April 17, 2015: Two parents accused of trying to steal from a vehicle in a parking lot led police on a chase while their children are with them.

Pencader Plaza carjacking leads to chase, crash

A carjacking in the Pencader Plaza shopping center led to a police chase and multiple-vehicle crash Friday afternoon, according to state police Master ...
The Almanac Online

Atherton park burglary suspect arrested after police chase
The Almanac Online
Following a police chase, a man was arrested in Newark on Thursday in connection with a series of recent auto burglaries at Atherton’s ...

Three arrested after giving Totowa Police chase
NorthJersey.com
totowa - Borough police arrested two men for burglary, theft and resisting arrest after responding to a call regarding suspicious parking lot activity.

WTOV Steubenville

Police didn't see suspects toss drugs during chase
WTOV Steubenville
JEFFERSON COUNTY, Ohio – The two men involved in a police chase that spanned several Steubenville streets and resulted in officers finding drugs ...
Suspect in Feb. **police chase** arrested after NE Heights SWAT situation

Albuquerque Journal

A suspect is taken into custody after a SWAT standoff in Albuquerque’s Northeast Heights Friday. (Nicole Perez/Journal). By Robert Browman and ...
Couple in police chase waive hearings, face trial
Altoona Mirror
Couple in police chase waive hearings, face trial. April 18, 2015. By Greg Bock (gbock@altoonamirror.com), The Altoona Mirror. Save |. A Windber ...

Three police cruisers struck during wild chase in Shrewsbury
York Daily Record/Sunday News
It began with a confidential informant setting up a heroin and crack purchase in the Wal-Mart parking lot in Shrewsbury Township, according to police.

Sunday letters: Parents' role, hunger, police chase
Houston Chronicle
Regarding the letter to the editor "Fixing Schools"(Page B8, Friday), as a teacher, I would like to point out a few things that the writer may not have ...
Egregious conduct, video evidence used to charge police
USA TODAY
... two counts of manslaughter for the deaths of two unarmed people, Timothy Russell and Malissa Williams, after a high-speed police chase on Nov.

Dispute over officer's text messages wraps up second week in the trial of Cleveland police officer ...
cleveland.com
... of voluntary manslaughter in the shooting deaths of Timothy Russell and Malissa Williams after a lengthy police chase two and a half years ago.
Cleveland officer Michael Brelo’s weapon traces to 49 shell casings at 2012 shooting scene, expert ...
... - cleveland.com

Man charged with murder in Census Bureau shooting
Washington Post
Federal prosecutors filed the charges in a criminal complaint eight days after the April 9 incident that sparked a police chase through the District and ...
Census Bureau shooting suspect faces federal charges for murder, kidnapping - WTOP
Prosecutors in Md. charge man in Census Bureau guard's death - KGAN TV